commercial system paying more rent with public help for his new blessings.
But so far as he himself goes, there he is a form of 'rent'. Still a cog in
rent—for rent and to rent, forever. Still the poor man's life is but two
by twice. He has been toned down, but he has further been plucked
of individuality and tucked in line. The unsightly 'slum' has thus been
white-washed and fumigated. It will be recognized in future, as, still, the
slum.
Nor can the poor—thus made surface-and-mass of the great institution
of poverty individually (or collectively for that matter) choose anything
aesthetically alive to live with. At least not if neighbours and landlords can
see that he has it. But the 'social' objective is attained . . . the dirty rags
of the poor have been temporarily covered from sight by a clean smock.
Yes, the poor man in this hard governmental picture, exhibit B, is cog
5,000,000,128 in the new model for the standardized city, is it cLa ville
radieuse'—to come. The poor man it seems has no other choice. Because
his choice is either sentimental or senseless? But observe now the simple
aspect: housing the poor. How easy it all is!
This, indeed, by government or by order, is the 4Ne Plus Ultra' for the
poor man of the CE Pluribus Unum' of such social progress as the machine
has forced upon us where authority by order takes architecture in charge.
These dreams of the new city where and when no real need exists for
any city at all are delightfully impartial. These new 'ideals' distinguished
no one, nor perceive anything except certain routine economies and the
rent paying rituals sacred to a business man's civilization. These routine
economics are to be shared with the ubiquitous-numericals (they are
still the common-denominator), sharing them with the nominators of
the system, the system being officially perfected as still, Ideal! Well, the
economics are shared fifty-fifty? Half to the initial nominator—the
Federal Banking System—and half distributed among the too numerous
numericals? Fair enough—or—who can say what fairness is in so equi-
vocal a system as ours at this time?
In any case, the division of these economic benefits within the range
of this authorized official standardization of the man must be either left
out or left entirely to the generosity of the initial nominators, the same as
always before. We learned to speak of democracy, only.
And yet, what would you? Humanity is here orderly. Decent on the
surface again—rank and file—in the great war behind all wars, the great
to-have and to-hold. The common denominator in this scheme is here
gratuitously officered, standardized like any army, marched not only to and
fro, but up and down no little less* Six stories. The common denominator
(the plain citizen) on such terms would be no more able to work without
the initial nominator (the capitalist) than the machine would be able to
work without the human brain. No, the growing ranks of the poor them-
selves, they are here become the government pawn. They have become
the machine itself. In theory and in fact.
The Noble Duke of York, he had ten thousand men,* they all go six
floods lip, and up six floors again. And none may know just why they go?
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